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Abstract

We investigate the basic trade-offs, analysis and decision processes in-
volved in information security and intrusion detection, as well as possible
application of game theoretic concepts to develop a formal decision and con-
trol framework. A generic model of a distributed IDS with a network of
sensors is considered, and two schemes based on game theoretic techniques
are proposed. The security warning system is simple, easy-to-implement,
and gives system administrators an intuitive overview of the security situa-
tion in the network. The security attack game, on the other hand, models and
analyzes attacker and IDS behavior within a two-person, nonzero-sum, non-
cooperative game with dynamic information. Nash equilibrium solutions in
closed form are obtained for specific subgames, and two illustrative examples
are provided.

Keywords: Decision making; intrusion detection; computer networks;
cooperative games; noncooperative games.

1 Introduction

Today, communication and computer networks are an indispensable part of the
modern society with the prime example being the Internet. Since they bring ex-
tensive computing and communication capabilities to individuals, businesses, and
organizations over long distances, and often in a global scale, networked systems
are being deployed in every level of the society at an exponential rate. Existing
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information structures and the way information is processed in organizations are
increasingly transferred to virtual environments. These revolutionary changes in
information systems also pose unique problems. Network security is among the
most important of these problems [1], and hence, it has been extensively investi-
gated in the research community.

The distributed nature of the contemporary networks and complexity of the un-
derlying computing and communication environments prevent administrators and
organizations to have absolute control on their networks. Furthermore, network
boundaries are often vague, and administrators cannot exercise control outside their
local domain [2, 3], which leaves networked systems vulnerable to distant security
attacks due to global connectivity. This results in a perpetual struggle between at-
tackers who aim to intrude the deployed systems and security administrators trying
to protect them. Emerging security issues such as this cannot be fully addressed by
classical approaches like policing. Although technologies like firewalls, encryp-
tion, and authentication can harden the network against attacks, they fail to address
issues in the case an attack is (partially) successful.

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) extend the information security paradigm
beyond traditional protective and reactive network security. They monitor the
events in the networked system and analyze them for signs of security problems [4].
Hence, they increase the controlling ability of the system administrator, and help
him react to security problems. Current IDSs rely mostly on human intervention
in the decision and response processes against attacks, that are often automatic and
script-based. In other words, the equivalence of a strategic decision making and
command-and-control in battleground management is missing [5]. Hence, today’s
IDSs are inefficient and delayed in responding security breaches in the network.
Furthermore, due to the distributed nature of the networked system a centralized
security system poses scalability and efficiency problems [6]. Utilization of au-
tonomous software agents (ASAs) in developing distributed IDSs is recently pro-
posed to address the issues of automatization and scalability [7, 8, 9]. However, a
distributed IDS architecture based on ASAs still needs a decision making mecha-
nism which requires as little human intervention as possible.

Given the current overview of the information security and intrusion detection
there is definitely a need for a decision and control framework to address issues
like attack modeling, analysis of detected threats, and decision on response ac-
tions. A rich set of tools have been developed within the game theory to address
problems, where multiple players with different objectives compete and interact
with each other on the same system, and they are successfully used in many disci-
plines including economics, decision theory, and control. Therefore, game theory
may provide the much needed mathematical framework for analysis, modeling, de-
cision, and control processes for information security and intrusion detection. Such
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a mathematical abstraction is useful for generalization of problems, combining the
existing ad-hoc schemes under a single umbrella, and future research. Further-
more, using game theoretic tools it is also possible to develop practical schemes
which can be integrated with existing intrusion detection systems. Due to these
reasons application of game theory to network security area has recently been a
topic of interest [10, 11].

In this paper, we investigate the basic decision and analysis processes involved
in information security and intrusion detection, as well as possible usage of game
theory for developing a formal decision and control framework. We develop a
generic model for distributed IDSs by defining a network of sensors, and propose
two simple, flexible, and easy-to-implement schemes utilizing both cooperative
and noncooperative game theoretic concepts [12, 13]. In Section 2, common trade-
offs in information security, attack detection techniques, and application of game
theory to intrusion detection are investigated. We introduce a game theoretic frame-
work for distributed IDSs and two schemes making use of game theoretic concepts
in Section 3, which is followed by the concluding remarks of Section 4.

2 Decision and Analysis Process in an Intrusion Detection
System

Intrusion detection includes monitoring, analysis, and response processes of intru-
sion events occurring in a networked system. Intrusions can be described as the
compromise of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the system [4]. De-
tection and analysis of intrusions is followed by the response, which can vary from
a simple alarm to alert the administrator to automatic reconfiguration of the system
to prevent further damage. The analysis, detection, and response actions in an IDS
can be investigated as a decision and control paradigm. Game theory provides a
suitable framework and the much needed formal decision and control mechanisms
for modeling and development of these processes. In addition, a related topic of
interest is the organization and representation of IDS data (e.g. attack signatures,
detection rules, preferences of the network owner, etc.), which plays a crucial role
in the operation of an IDS.

2.1 Tradeoffs in Network Security

There are several common tradeoffs in designing a security system whether it is a
simple mechanical door-lock protecting a house or a large-scale distributed IDS.
A basic tradeoff is the one between security risk and ease of access: The more a
system is protected by security mechanisms the more difficult it becomes to access
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it, hence less convenient, and vice versa. A simple real life example is keeping
a frequently used door locked against intruders versus leaving it unlocked as a
security hole. Similarly, in the context of computer networks users want to access
data easily and instantly while expecting the sensitive data to be protected from
unauthorized access. Obviously, achieving the latter requires sacrificing some of
the convenience of the former by deploying and maintaining authentication and
security mechanisms between the user and the sensitive data. A related tradeoff is
the overhead caused by the IDS or by other security systems like firewalls to the
networked system. Deploying intrusion detection mechanisms like packet filters,
log analyzers, etc. have a cost in terms of system resources (bandwidth, memory,
CPU time). Figure 1 depicts these tradeoffs in graphic form.
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Figure 1: A visualization of basic tradeoffs in network security.

A basic performance criterion for any intrusion detection system is the false
alarm rate. There exists a tradeoff between the reduction in the false alarm rate by
decreasing the system sensitivity and the increase in the rate of undetected intru-
sions (see Figure 1). Clearly, on either extreme the IDS becomes totally ineffective.
Therefore, the IDS should satisfy some upper and lower bounds on false alarm rate
and undetected intrusions according to the specifications of the deployed network.
Finally, in distributed IDSs with software agents there exists the question of how
autonomous the agents should be. The robustness of a completely decentralized
decision process has to be weighed against the communication overhead between
the agents and the processing overhead of individual agent programs.

All these tradeoffs, among others, have to be taken into account in the design
and deployment of an IDS. Furthermore, the decision and analysis mechanisms
of the IDS should be scalable and flexible enough to allow configuration for the
specific network at hand.
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2.2 Detection of Security Attacks

Several different approaches have been proposed for detecting intrusions. A cur-
rently widely used method is to check monitored events (packets in the network,
log files, etc.) against a known list of security attack (exploit) signatures. This
approach has the advantage of enjoying a relatively small false alarm rate and ease
of implementation. The disadvantages are the need to maintain and update the at-
tack signature database, and the restriction to detection of only the known attacks
documented in the database. Recent studies [14, 5] have proposed attack trees
and profiles as a means to characterize network security attacks in a structured
and reusable form. These information structures are also useful in detecting more
organized multi-step attacks.

An alternative approach is the anomaly detection, where changes in the pat-
terns of nominal usage or behavior of the system are detected [8]. Although this
approach increases the probability of detecting undocumented new attacks it is
difficult to implement, and has often a higher false alarm rate. Among various
schemes proposed for anomaly detection are the ones mimicking immune-systems,
which have recently been a topic of interest [15, 16].

In either approaches, IDS relies on an established information base to detect
attacks or distinguish anomalies, which may be security breaches. Therefore, suc-
cessful design, operation, and maintenance of a database containing attack signa-
ture data and nominal operating characteristics of the networked system is crucial
for an efficient operation of the IDS.

2.3 Application of Game Theory to Intrusion Detection

Each of the basic network tradeoffs mentioned in the Sections 2.1 can be posed as
resource allocation problems. It is difficult, however, to quantify and solve these
problems using classical optimization methods. Another issue is the interpreta-
tion of the incoming data from various detection mechanisms in the network. A
significant shortcoming of the current IDSs is the lack of a unifying mathematical
framework to put the pieces into a perspective. Game theory can provide a basis
for development of formal decision and control mechanisms for intrusion detec-
tion. Specifically, game theoretic models can be used to address issues like

• How to interpret and efficiently use huge amounts of input data from various
detection mechanisms containing a significant percentage of false alarms.

• Modeling and estimation of the real intent and the target of an attacker in a
large system using additional information like context, history etc.
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• Reconfiguration of the security system given the severity of attacks and mak-
ing decisions on tradeoffs like increasing security versus increasing system
overhead or decreasing efficiency.

• Decisions on where to allocate or reallocate limited resources in real time for
detecting significant threats to vital subsystems in a large networked system.

• Analysis of and modeling the interaction between different types of detection
schemes.

• Modeling, development, and analysis of distributed decision and control
schemes using autonomous software agents.

GAME THEORY

2−Person vs. N−person

Cooperative vs.
Noncooperative
Finite vs. Infinite
Min−max strategy

Zero−sum vs. Nonzero−sum

Intrusion/Anomaly
Detection

Networks
Neural

Recognition
Pattern Signature

Matching
Other
Methods

SENSORS for  

ANALYSIS
DECISION

RESPONSE

System
Intrusion Detection

Figure 2: The role of game theory in intrusion detection.

Min-max optimization, dynamic non-cooperative games, and cooperative games
are applicable to resource allocation and risk management problems mentioned
above. Furthermore, N-player (non)cooperative game theory can also be used to
model, develop, and organize software agents as a scalable, distributed decision
and control system for intrusion detection.
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3 A Game Theoretic Framework

We construct two game theoretic schemes to address some of the issues in Sec-
tion 2. While the foremost goal of the first scheme is simplicity and ease-of-
implementation, the second one models and analyzes attacker and IDS behavior
within a two-person, nonzero-sum, noncooperative game framework. We also note
that both schemes are flexible and can be implemented regardless of the underlying
architecture.

3.1 The Model

Consider a distributed IDS with a network of sensors, S := {s1, s2, . . . , sP },
where the sensor is defined as an autonomous software (agent) that monitors and
reports possible intrusions or anomalies occurring in a subsystem of a large net-
work using a specific technique like signature comparison, pattern detection, sta-
tistical analysis etc. The system monitored by the IDS can be represented as a set
of subsystems, T = {t1, t2, . . . , tM}, which may be targeted by an attacker. We
note that these subsystems can be actual computer programs or parts of the net-
work as well as abstract (business) processes distributed over multiple hosts. De-
fine I = {I1, I2, . . . , IK} as the set of documented threats and detectable anoma-
lies, which may indicate a possible intrusion. The properties of an element of I
can be further described by assigning it to one or more function classes among
{F1,F2, . . .}, where each function class, F , represents a common property of its
members. For example, F1 ⊂ I may represent web services, and if I ∈ F1 then it
means that I is an intrusion signature or anomaly related to web services.

A sensor can possibly detect more than one anomaly or possible intrusion. Let
us define, using a one-to-many mapping from the set S to the set I ∪ {0}, the
output vector of the network of sensors, d := [d1, d2, . . . , dN ], where N ≥ P .
The ith element of the output vector associated with the sensor sj ∈ S , di(sj),
is equal to a Ik ∈ I if the sensor has detected the possible intrusion or anomaly
Ik. Otherwise, di(sj) = 0. We note that each sensor can report at most one of
each type of possible intrusions. Hence, di(sk) 6= dj(sk) ∀i, j of a given sk ∈ S ,
unless di(sk) = dj(sk) = 0. Finally, we define the system matrix, A, describing
the relationship between the sensor output vector and subsystems as

Ai,j =

{

1, if sensor j monitors subsystem i

0, if sensor j does not monitor subsystem i
,

where i ∈ T and j ∈ d.
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3.2 The Security Warning System for Distributed IDS

Large number of false-alarms is a considerable problem in the world of IDS deploy-
ment [5], which can be overwhelming for system administrators. It also increases
the difficulty in managing an IDS significantly. There is no immediate solution to
the false-alarm problem at the sensor level. Hence, a new approach is needed for
interpreting sensor data. We devise an easy-to-implement yet flexible scheme us-
ing intrusion warning levels. The security warning system enables IDS to operate
in different modes at each security level, and to switch automatically between the
different levels. In addition, it provides the administrator an intuitive overview of
the current security situation in the network.

We make use of the model introduced in Section 3.1. Define f : I ∪ {0} ⇒
R

+∪{0} as a one-to-one function assigning a positive real number to each element
of I and f(0) = 0. Hence, each documented intrusion signature and anomaly is
associated with a so called security risk value quantified with a positive real num-
ber, f(I). The function f can also be defined in such a way that it assigns security
risk values to function classes F instead of individual elements of I. The security
warning system is based on the concept of security level, L. We define L security
levels, {l1, . . . , lL}, with 0 < m1 < m2 < . . . < mL being the corresponding
threshold values. Given the sensor output vector d, the security level, L, of the
IDS is equal to l if the sum of the security risk values of detected intrusions falls in
the interval [ml, ml+1]:

L =











l1, if
∑N

i=1
f(di) < m1

lj , if mj−1 ≤
∑N

i=1
f(di) < mj

lL, if
∑N

i=1
f(di) ≥ mL.

Thresholds and security risk values can be assigned and fine tuned according to
previous experience and specifications of the network. It is also possible to use
learning-based techniques to obtain these values if there is sufficient amount of
prior data on the specific system.

Cooperative game theory provides a suitable framework for the design and
analysis of the proposed security warning scheme. The sensor output, d, can be
modeled as an N-person game with N := {1, 2, . . . , N} being the set of players,
and each subset D ⊂ N , where di 6= 0 ∀i ∈ D, is called a coalition [13, p. 213].
Thus, each such subset of N (coalition) represents an observed threat pattern. The
aggregate value of the coalition is defined as the sum of the security risk values
of the detected threats,

∑

j∈D f(dj). The security level thresholds, m, determine
whether the IDS security level L changes or not.

In order to analyze the relative importance of each sensor output, which in-
dicates an intrusion threat, with respect to others and the effect of the threshold
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values on security levels, we make use of a power index called Shapley value [13].
Shapley value approach has been utilized in multi-agent coalitions in earlier stud-
ies [17] albeit in different contexts. Let f(C) :=

∑

i∈C f(di), di ∈ I, C ⊂ N
be the value of the coalition C with cardinality c. Then, Shapley value of the ith

element of the sensor output vector is defined by

φ(i) :=
∑

C⊂N

(c − 1)!(N − 1)!

N !
[f(C) − f(C − {i})]

⇒ φ(i) :=
∑

C⊂N

(c − 1)!(N − 1)!

N !
f(i)

(1)

In determining the effect of the ith sensor output on the kth warning level, however,
the formula simplifies to

φ(i) :=
∑

C̃⊂N

(c − 1)!(N − 1)!

N !
, (2)

where C̃ denotes the ‘winning’ coalitions with
∑

i∈C̃ f(di) > mk. In this case, the
game is said to be simple. Notice that, the computational complexity of Shapley
value is of o(2N ). Therefore, it becomes impractical to calculate the exact value
for large N . Instead, we make use of multilinear extensions to approximate the
Shapley value as N gets large [13, p. 296]. Since this approximation is based on
the law of large numbers, it becomes more accurate as N → ∞.

The Shapley value of the ith sensor output indicates the relative security risk
value for a given threshold (of a warning level). It hence plays an important role
in the analysis and fine tuning of the warning system for the specific network to be
deployed by providing a guideline for choosing security risk values, f(.), and level
thresholds, m. In the security warning system, each level can be associated with
a different operation mode where agents and control mechanisms of IDS behave
accordingly. The sensitivity of the agents and security measures in the network
(e.g. firewall configurations, authentication mechanisms) are increased with the
increasing security level. Therefore, security warning scheme addresses the prob-
lem of optimizing some of the network security tradeoffs discussed in Section 2.1.
A specific alert mechanism and a user interface can also be incorporated into this
scheme to inform administrators. A simplified flow chart depicting principles of
the security warning algorithm is given in Figure 3.

3.2.1 An Illustrative Example:

Consider a three level security warning system consisting of green, yellow, and red
levels with thresholds myellow = 35 and mred = 100. The set of known intrusions
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Initialize:
Choose f(i), m_k
for all i, k for the
 specific network 

Sensors:
-Intrusion/anomaly
detection
-Send security risk
values f(d)

Store Detection
Information

Update 
Warning

Level

User Interface

YESNO
Sum(f(d))>m_k ? 

Figure 3: A simplified algorithm for the security warning system.
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(and anomalies) I is chosen to be small for illustrative purposes, and the corre-
sponding risk values are {10, 20, 30, 40, 90}. Based on the sensor configuration,
the sensor output vector is d = [10, 10, 10, 20, 20, 30, 30, 30, 40, 40, 90, 90]. In
order for the system to switch to yellow (respectively, red) , sum of the values of
observed intrusions within a predefined time interval has to exceed the threshold
35 (respectively, 100). Since cardinality of d is small, the Shapley values can be
calculated exactly using the formula in (2). As observed in Figure 4, the Shapley
values of intrusions with high security risk values are larger for the red threshold
than the ones for the yellow threshold. This indicates that intrusions with high
values play a more significant role than others for switching to the red level.
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Figure 4: Shapley values for yellow and red levels, and security risk values are
shown for the sensor output vector d with 12 elements.

We next increase the cardinality of d to 60, and thresholds for yellow and red
levels to 40 and 1000, respectively. In this case, Shapley values are calculated
approximately as exact calculation takes excessive amount of time. The results are
similar to previous ones, and shown in Figure 5.

3.3 Game Theoretic Modeling of Security Attacks

Today’s intrusion detection architecture is a passive information processing paradigm [5].
However, with the security attacks becoming more frequent and sophisticated,
IDSs fail to distinguish the real intent and target of attackers. In order to accu-
rately identify the target of an attack, IDS should be able to process the attack
information within a context. Deploying a network of sensors in the system, and
through game theoretic analysis of the sensor output data one can model attacker’s
behavior, intent, and target. Furthermore, due to the flexibility of the model in
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Figure 5: Shapley values for yellow and red levels, and security risk values are
shown for the sensor output vector d with 60 elements.

Section 3.1 it is possible to capture not only attacks targeting specific portions of
the network but also abstract targets such as processes distributed over multiple
physical subsystems. In addition to modeling attacker’s behavior and intent, the
game theoretic framework may also be used to analyze and model IDS’s response
process by taking the basic security tradeoffs in Section 2.1 into account. The IDS
response actions vary from setting a simple alarm to a costly system reconfigura-
tion, which may involve shutting down some relatively less important services in
the system.

We model the interaction between the attacker and the IDS as a two-person,
non-zero sum, single act, finite game with dynamic information. Given the sensor
output vector d, we obtain for each subsystem t ∈ T a threat level, yt, using the
system matrix A. Hence, we define the threat level vector as

y := Ad.

The elements of T (the set of subsystems) are then grouped into non-overlapping
information sets according to their respective threat levels in y. To simplify the
analysis, we assume that the attacker targets only a single subsystem. Hence, the
actions available to the attacker in each information set is to attack a single sub-
system in the set or do nothing, which indicates a false alarm in related sensors.
We also limit the actions of the IDS to set an alarm for one target in the infor-
mation set or doing nothing. Since the IDS can distinguish between information
sets but not actions within them, this is called a dynamic information game. Fig-
ure 6 depicts a sample security game, where t1, t2, t3 denote the attacker’s actions
of targeting subsystems 1 to 3, nt1, nt2 indicate false alarms (attacker doing noth-
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ing), a1, a2, a3 represent the IDS’s alarms for respective subsystems, and na1, na2
denote the IDS choosing not to set an alarm.

nt2nt1

a1 a1 a2 a3 na2

t2 t3

InfoSet1 InfoSet2

na1

Attacker

IDS

. . . . . . . . .

. . .

na1

t1

Figure 6: A simple security game with 3 subsystems and 2 information sets.

We investigate the security game in Figure 6 recursively. Information set 1
is the simplest case, where the attacker either targets subsystem one (t1) or does
nothing (nt1) equivalent to a false alarm. The set of actions of the IDS are either
set the alarm for subsystem one (a1) or doing nothing (na1). This portion of the
game can be represented as the following 2 × 2 bimatrix game

Matt :=

t1 βh −βs

nt1 0 0

a1 na1
Mids :=

t1 −αh αm

nt1 αf 0

a1 na1
(3)

where the entries of Mids (Matt) represent the cost values, and columns (rows)
correspond to the strategy spaces of the IDS and the attacker, respectively. The
value −αh is the gain of the IDS for detecting the target. On the other hand, αf

and αm are the IDS’s costs for false alarm and missing the attack, respectively. The
cost βh represents the detection penalty for the attacker whereas −βs represents
the gain from an undetected intrusion. Notice that, although missing an attack is
associated with a cost for the IDS, false alarms cost nothing to the attacker. The
parameters α and β are always positive unless otherwise stated.

The min-max or security strategy of a player [12] guarantees a maximum cost,
or so called security level regardless of the strategy of the opponent. Due to the
detection cost of and attack, βh > 0, the attacker’s security strategy is not attacking
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at all (nt) which guarantees an upper bound on the cost of zero. The IDS’s security
strategy, however, depends on the relative values of αf and αm, false alarm and
missing (an attack) costs. If αf > αm then the IDS chooses not to alarm at all
(na), and if αf < αm then the IDS always sets on the alarm (a1). We note that the
security strategies are extremely conservative in this setting, and give little insight
into the dynamics of the game.

We next investigate the existence of a Nash equilibrium (NE) in the matrix
game (3). Clearly, there is no NE in pure strategies. Therefore, we extend the anal-
ysis by considering mixed strategies of players defined as probability distributions
on the space of their pure strategies [12, p.23]. Let p1 and 1 − p1 be the probabili-
ties for strategies (t1) and (nt) of the attacker, respectively. Also let q1 and 1 − q1

be the probabilities for strategies (a1) and (na) of the IDS. The pair (p∗, q∗) is said
to constitute a noncooperative NE solution to the bimatrix game (Matt, Mids) if
the following inequalities are satisfied:

p∗1(βhq∗1 − βs(1 − q∗1)) ≤ p1(βhq∗1 − βs(1 − q∗1)), 0 ≤ p1 ≤ 1
p∗1αm + q∗1[αf − (αf + αh + αm)p∗] ≤
p∗1αm + q1[αf − (αf + αh + αm)p∗], 0 ≤ q1 ≤ 1

(4)

The only solution to the set of inequalities in (4) constitutes the unique NE of
the game, and is given by

p∗1 =
αf

αf + αh + αm

, and q∗1 =
βs

βh + βs

. (5)

We observe in (5) an interesting, and rather counter-intuitive, feature of NE so-
lution in mixed strategies. While computing his mixed NE strategy, each player
pays attention only to the average cost function of his co-player, rather than opti-
mizing his own average cost function. Hence, the nature of the optimization (i.e.,
minimization or maximization) becomes irrelevant in this case [12, p. 86]. The
equilibrium costs of the attacker V ∗

att and the IDS V ∗
ids for this subgame are given

by
V ∗

att := [p∗1 (1 − p∗1)]Matt[q
∗
1 (1 − q∗1)]

T ,

and V ∗
ids := [p∗1 (1 − p∗1)]Mids[q

∗
1 (1 − q∗1)]

T ,

where [.]T denotes the transpose of a vector.
In the context of intrusion detection, we interpret the NE (5) in the following

way: The propability of attacker targeting subsystem one, y∗
1 , at NE point decreases

with decreasing αf since the smaller the false alarm cost for the IDS, the more it
is inclined to set an alarm and catch the attacker. One can argue that this can be
achieved by setting the alarm very often as in the case with current IDSs. However,
there are hidden costs with this approach like rendering the IDS practically useless
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under a flood of false alarms. Similarly, an increase in αh and αm play a deterrent
role for the attacker. On the other hand, the probability of the IDS setting an alarm
is affected by the gain of attacker from a successful intrusion, −βs. If βs � βh,
then the IDS is inclined to alarm more often. The penalty of getting detected for the
attacker may vary significantly depending on the physical reachability of him. If,
for example, the attacker is employed by the same organization he tries to intrude,
then βh is much larger than the marginal detection cost of a script-based attack
from the other side of the globe.

The parametric analysis is repeated for information set 2 in Figure 6. In order
to simplify the analysis we associate the same costs with subsystems two and three.
This game can also be represented as a 2 × 2 bimatrix game given by

Matt :=

t2 βh −βd −βs

t3 −βd −βh −βs

nt2 0 0 0

a2 a3 na2

Mids :=

t2 −αh αd αm

t3 αd −αh αm

nt2 αf αf 0

a2 a3 na2

(6)

where αd (βd) is the cost (gain) of a deception for the IDS and the attacker, respec-
tively. One can assume that αd > αm and βd > βs as alarming a wrong subsystem
is more costly for the IDS than the cost of a missed attack, and by deceiving the IDS
the attacker circumvents security mechanisms of the system more successfully. Let
p̄1, p̄2, and 1− p̄1 − p̄2 be the probabilities for strategies (t2), (t3), and (nt2) of the
attacker. Also let q̄1, q̄2, and 1− q̄1− q̄2 be the respective probabilities for strategies
(a1), (a2), and (na2) of the IDS. The security strategy of the IDS is determined by
the relative values of αd, αf , and αm as in the previous case. Furthermore, there
is again no NE in pure strategies. The unique NE solution in mixed strategies is
obtained by solving the counterpart of the set of inequalities (5), and is given by

p̄∗1 = p̄∗2 =
αf

2αf + 2αm + αh − αd

, and q̄∗1 = q̄∗2 =
βs

2βs + βh − βd

, (7)

if βd < βh and αd < 2αm + αh. Notice that, the attack and alarm probabilities
for each subsystem is the same due to the same cost structure imposed on them.
In fact, it is possible to adjust the cost parameters by taking into account various
factors like relative importance of a subsystem for the organization, threat levels
given the output of sensors, etc. The equilibrium probabilities of the attacker and
the IDS strategies have a similar interpretation as the ones in the previous analysis.
The increasing cost of deception for the IDS, however, has an encouraging effect
on the attacker.

Given the equilibrium solutions and costs of each bimatrix game, the IDS and
the attacker determine their overall strategies. The equilibrium strategy of the IDS
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γ∗
ids, for example, is given by

γ∗
ids =































a1 w.p. q∗1

na1 w.p. 1 − q∗1
, if attacker chooses actions in InfoSet1

a2 w.p. q̄∗1

a3 w.p. q̄∗2

na1 w.p. 1 − q̄∗1 − q̄∗1

, if Attacker chooses actions in InfoSet2

On the other hand, the equilibrium strategy of the attacker depends on the equilib-
rium costs of the matrix games, V ∗

att and V̄ ∗
att.

The analytical investigation of the security game brings valuable insight to the
attacker and the IDS behavior. In addition, the simplifying assumptions we have
made in order to obtain analytical results can easily be extended to capture more
realistic scenarios. Thus, the sample game of Figure 6 can be made arbitrarily large.
Although increasing complexity prevents derivation of a closed form solution, one
can easily solve such games numerically. Thus the developed framework can be
easily applied to practical cases.

3.3.1 A Numerical Example:

We solve a numerical example using the GAMBIT game theory analysis tool [18]
to demonstrate the results in Section 3.3. Figure 7 shows the example security
game in extensive form. For illustrative purposes, the action spaces of the players
are again limited, and the cost parameters are chosen as

Parameter αh αd αm αf βh βs βd

V alue 7 10 8 9 6 4 5

In this game, there is no NE solution in pure strategies. In order to investigate
NE in mixed and behavioral strategies, we associate the probability vector p with
actions [(t1) (t2) (t3) (nt1) (nt2)] of the attacker and the vector q with actions
[(a1) (a2) (a3) (na1) (na2)] of the IDS. We obtain two Nash equilibrium points in
behavioral strategies, which are in accordance with equations (5) and (7):

(p∗
1,q

∗
1) = ([0 0.29 0.29 0 0.42], [0 0.44 0.44 0 0.11])

(p∗
2,q

∗
2) = ([0.38 0 0 0.63 0], [0.40 0 0 0.60 0])

In both cases, the equilibrium cost for the attacker is zero, V ∗
att = 0. Hence,

choosing either of the equilibrium strategies is equivalent for the attacker.
Finally, we investigate the Nash equilibria of the security game in mixed strate-

gies by converting it to the normal form. Solving the resulting matrix game with
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Figure 7: A security game example with negative costs and gains.

GAMBIT, we obtain 18 different NE points in mixed strategies. Two of these coin-
cide with the NE solutions in behavioral strategies as expected [12, p. 103]. Thus,
the NE points in behavioral strategies characterize the behavior of the players more
clearly, and provide more insight to the underlying system dynamics.

4 Conclusion

We have investigated the basic decision and analysis processes involved in infor-
mation security and intrusion detection, as well as possible usage of game theory
for developing a formal decision and control framework. A generic model has
been developed for a distributed IDS with a network of sensors, and two flexi-
ble, platform independent schemes based on game theoretic techniques have been
proposed.

The security warning system provides system administrators an intuitive overview
of the security situation in the network, and enables the IDS to operate in differ-
ent modes specific to each warning level. In this simple and easy-to-implement
scheme cooperative game theory, specifically Shapley values, are used for analysis
and configuration. The second scheme, on the other hand, models the interaction
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between the attacker and the IDS as a two-person finite game with dynamic infor-
mation. Nash equilibrium solutions are derived analytically and analyzed for the
defined security game in two special cases.

In both schemes, using game theoretic concepts we have addressed some of the
basic network security tradeoffs, and have given illustrative numerical examples.
Thus, we have demonstrated the suitability of game theory for development of
various decision, analysis, and control algorithms in intrusion detection. Future
work on the subject includes extensions to the proposed model, development of
practical algorithms, and decentralization of the decision and processes.
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